
The Awaited Solution is Here

The market has been seeking for

long lasting, maintenance-free

solutions that collect high quality

data even in harsh condition to

provide valuable overall view.

The IOTSU® Rugged AQ09

combo is tough enough to

withstand harsh environments

such as dusty work sites, machine

shops and workshops, as well as

parking halls where concentrations

of particulate matter can be an

issue.

Designed for the Job

A specialised filtration system ensures

the longevity of the device in dusty

environments and makes it possible

for the device to maintain its

measuring accuracy for a long time

even in challenging conditions.

A device without the filtration system

would likely stop working in a matter

of weeks or even in days by the high

dust concentration of a machine shop,

work site or a parking garage.

For Workshop Environments

IOTSU® Rugged AQ09 Combo

Technica l  H igh l ights

Sensors
Temperature, Humidity, CO2, 

tVOC, Particulate Matter

Battery life
5 years with default settings, up to 

two times more than before.

Connectivity LoRaWAN®

IOTSU® Rugged AQ09 Combo

Market-Proven Solution for Air Quality Management. 
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Contact us about the IOTSU® VARMA AQ09 Combo 

and join our group of satisfied customers



IOTSU® Rugged AQ09 

Combo Application Areas

Thanks to the tough IOTSU® Rugged

AQ09 Combo, you can now collect

valuable air quality information also at

construction sites, workshops, parking

garages, and other similar dusty and

harsh environments.
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For Parking Garages

IOTSU® makes it

possible to monitor

the overall air quality

conditions at the

site. Having accurate

information allows

planning further and

taking action for

ensuring safety at

the site, as well as

necessary reporting.

For Construction Sites
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The Rugged AQ09 Combo is specifically designed to

operate in these conditions autonomously and for long

periods of time.


